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1 - Trouble in Paradise

Relaxing on a beach one day Knuckles the echidna was taking a ever so needed vacation. When all of a
sudden a blue streak went zooming by. Knux glanced up and before he even knew what went on sonic
showed up again.

Sonic: Whats up knux long time no see, shouldn't you be gaurding the master emerald?

Knux: Tikal said she would watch it.

Sonic: oh I see so what happend to rouge?

Knux: Ah we got in a fight and she was gabbin on about goin to cuba or something like that.

Sonic: really tha......

Sonic was interupted by tremors

Knux: did you feel that?

Sonic *nearly whispering* I sure did

Sonic: say Knuckles where did you find this island.

Knux: It is part of an island chain

* tremors getting heavier*

Knux: there used to be a theme park here or somthing but they demolished it

Sonic: well I heard there was a chaos emera.... KNUCKLES LOOK OUT!

Knuckles turned around to find a giant T-Rex right behind him

Knux: AHHH shoot LETS GET OUT OF HERE

knuckles turned around to find SONIC HAD LEFT HIM!

Knux: THAT LITTLE BLUE BASTARD

Knuckles runs straight ahead nearly missing the clutches of the Rex.
He leaps in the air to glide back to angel island. while in mid flight sonic pulls up beside him in the
tornado.



Sonic: need a lift?

Knux: you bastard why did you leave me?

Sonic: to get the plane duh

Knux: just dont do that again

Sonic: we have got to tell the others about this!!

the two fly off into the sunset and the rest will be revealed in chapter two...

please leave a comment :)



2 - The mainland

Sonic and Knuckles were flying back to the main land to gather an expedition team to explore the island.

Knuckles: so who are we gonna get for the team?

Sonic: I dunno Tails maybe because he is good with machinery.

Knuckles: Hey! we should bring eggman!

Sonic: what! why?

knuckles: because I want to see his tubby @$$ run from some dinosaurs.

knuckles starts to laugh

Sonic: good point.* starts laughing*

Knuckles: Shadow because he has some weapons stashed away from that time we went to Kambodia.
*chuckles* good times good times

Sonic: Dude its totally a sausage fest invite some chicks.

Knuckles: Amy, tikal, and rouge?

Sonic: I thought she was in Cuba?

Knuckles: No I lied when we got in that fight I just chunked her of a cliff.

Sonic: so Its settled we have: tails, eggman *both look at each other and laugh* shadow, Tikal, Amy and
Rouge

Knuckles: To the mainland

They arrive at Florida airport And soght out to find their team

Knuckles: Ill call Tikal and tell her to meet us somewhere.

Sonic: Ok Ill call Amy and *he he he* Eggman.

The two dial on their cell phones. After about 5 mins They went to look for tails.

Knuckles: Where do you think he is?



Sonic: I dunno probablly playing with his legos.

Knuckles: He dont have a cell phone?

Sonic: He did until I stole it hehehe

Knuckles: well where is shadow

Sonic: jail.

Knuckles: I should have known.

The two head for the jailhouse to pick up shadow.

Shadow: What are you guys doin here?

They explain everything.

Shadow: Holy shoot real dinosaurs?!?

They both nod and head for tails' workshop and he was, indeed, playing with his legos

They tell him the news He nearly faints.

Sonic: tails hey tails snap out of it.

Tails: Im awake dammit stop slapping me!

The four Run out the door to pick up the others Then they are off to Death Island.

Leave a comment tell me what you think so far :)



3 - off to the island

everyone loads up in tails' newly built helicopter and heads off to the island.

Shadow: this has got to be a prank of some kind.

Tails: yeah dinosaurs have been extinct 65 million years

Eggman: good thing your paying me good otherwise I wouldnt evean be on this wild goose chase

Knuckles: No where your goin is the only place in the world where the geese chase you. Dont worry it
will be worth it

Knuckles looks at sonic and both laugh

Amy leans over to tikal and whispers: what are they talking about

Tikal shrugs

Rouge glares at knuckles: you better be glad im going you cheating son of a dog

Knucles: You just wanted to go because im going. geez your turning in to amy

Amy throws somthing at him
As they go in to the landing tails says
Tails:everyone buckle your seatbelts as we make our decent.

the chopper lands they get out

Tikal: Its beautiful

Knuckles:yeah "ooooo ahhh" thats how it all starts later theres running and screaming.

Sonic: Shadow

Shadow hands him a high powered rifle

Amy: WHATS THAT FOR??!?

As knuckles loads his: Protection

Amy:FROM WHAT?!?!

Rouge :The animals you dumb moron



Amy glares at her

Amy:maybe you should go and check on tikal and knuckles

Rouge:YOU SHUT THE HELL UP

Amy and rouge aruing

Sonic: ladies try to enjoy yourself be more like tikal and not say anything becase of the STUPID
WRITER

Me: YOU SHUT UP BEFORe I MAKE YOU GET EATEN

Sonic: shuting up

Knuckles hands tikal a weapon

Tikal: knuckles you know im a pasafist(?spelling?) *sexy voice* besides I feel safer with you.
She walks up and hugs his arm.
Rouge giving them dirt looks
Amy walks up behing Rouge

Amy:well well well someones jealous

Rouge turns around and glares
Rouge: lets see whos jealous now

Walks up to sonic spins him around and lays a big one on him

Amy: YOU BIG BATTY SLUT!
Rouge turns to knuckles hoping to make him jealous instead he and Tikal are giggling back and forth to
eachother

Sonic: WELL HELLO TO YOU TO ROUGE

Amy: sonic wash your mouth out you dont know where thats been

Shadow: OOOO thats a burn

Eggman: Yeah you just got burned

Tails: DAAAAAAAAAMN

Rouge: you all just go to hell

Knuckles: well lets get this movable beast underway



Tails: que insperational music

Bohemian rhapsody starts playing out of nowhere

Taisl: I see a little silouetto of a man

Everyone:scaramouch scaramouch will you do the fandango THUNDERBOLT AND LIGHTINING VERY
VERY FRIGHTINING
Boys:Gallileoh, gallileoh
Girls:Gallileoh, gallileoh
everyone: gallileoh figaroooooh
Sonic: why is this our insperational music

Tails: I dont know I just like it ONWARD

The team heads in to the jungle
As they go deeper in to the jungle

Sonic:every one stop

Amy:WHY WHAT IS IT?!?!
Sonic points to a herd of stegosaurs crossing
everyone is speechless
Tikal: OH......MY........GOD.
knuckles: What did you expect?

Tikal: big iguanas.
They start to continue when all of a sudden Somthing bursts through the trees It was............. youll find
out in the next chapter
DUM DUM DUM
if you dont comment ill be forced not to write the next chapter
yall dont really want to know if eggmans tubby @$$ gets eaten or not its all in your hands now the fate of
the story relies on you...............



4 - and now for something totally unexpected

the team stood motionless as they watched this devistation unfolded in front of them. It was the military.
they came to wipe out the animals on the island.

Tikal: this is horrible we have to do something

Knuckles: There isnt anything we can do.

Sonic: oh yes there is.

Sonic ran up to the side of there jeep and said: What do you thi...
before he could finish they started firing at him

Sonic what are you doing?!?!

Officer: wiping out all life on this island
He continues firing. sonic runs back to the team
Sonic: weve gotta get out of here
The team runs back to the chopper only to find the military had blown it up
Tails: how are we gonna get out of here now?!?!

Sonic: were stuck here unless.... eggman do you still have the satilite phone???

Eggman: it was in the chopper.

Sonic: shadow? how much ammo do we have.

Shadow: about 18 clips for each of us.

Sonic: thats enough Tails rouge fly up and see how big this island is and how much the military has
covered

Tails & Rouge: ok
The two take off in the air

Knuckles: we have to find a place to make base camp. Sonic you and shadow salvage what you can
from the helicopter, and ill seek out a place for base camp.
Tikal: no its to dangerous.

Knuckles: I have to our survival depends on it.

Tikal: im coming with



Knuckles: fine

Eggman: what sould I do?

Knuckles: go look for some food

Eggman: roger.
eggman ran off in the jungle

Knuckles: sonic we will meet you back here in about an hour or so
Knuckles and tikal walked into the jungle

will all of them die or will they get of the island alive
tune in tomorrow for the answer



5 - Finding base camp

As knuckles and tikal went into the jungle tails and rouge landed

Sonic: how many are there?

Tails: just on the sides?

rouge: yeah theres not that many

Shadow: all we have to do now is wait for eggman and knucles and tikal to get back.

Rouge: what she went with him? im gonna ki.......

Everyone stared at her

Rouge: Uh.. I mean let em go those love birds*nervous laugh*

She didnt want anyone to know she still cared for knuckles

Meanwhile deep in the jungle

lugging tikal on his back: did you really sprain your ankle or did you want me to carry you?

Tikal: no my ankle really hurts

Knuckles: it better

The two come into a meadow to rest

Tikal: this looks like an ok place lets set up camp here

Knuckles: no this is a game trail

Tikal: And?

Knuckles: carnivores hunt on game trails now unles you want to be the main coures suggest we get
going

They pass through the meadow full of hadrasaurs

on the other side the come to a building compound

Tikal: whats that?



Knuckles: as far as im concerned the four seasons

they start to head back

Tikal: I hope eggman has somthing to eat im starving

Speaking of eggman he just arrived at the crashsite with an assortment of fruit

Eggman:here this should do us for at least a day

as soon as that was said Tikal burst through the trees and woofed down every thing before anyone
could say anything

Eggman: well nevermind

Rouge: you little idiot that was all we had

Knuckles: I though you sprain.........DID YOU EAT ALL THE FOOD?!?
Tikal:(still food in her mouth) im sorry

Knuckles: any way I found a possible camp

Amy: great where im tired of this beach

Knuckles: in an old aboandond building complex

that being said the team heads for the complex

end chapter 5



6 - the escape plan .final chapter

the team reached the meadow when a stampede started

sonic:what has them all riled up?

Shadow: I think that has somthing to do with it

They all look back and there was the rex feeding on somthink out of a jeep

Rouge: well there goes our military problem

They start to back away slowly when they turn around there was another one staring them right in the
face

Tails: THERES TWO THERES TWO!!

Shadow: we can count

that being said they start to sprint to the compound

They burst through the front door and when they finally deside there safe they begin to check on
eachotherevery one was there except.....Eggman all that remained was a glove

sonic: god rest his soul

Tails: wow an entire compound running off of geothermal power

Knuckles: hey tails come here

tails runs over to knuckles
Knuckles: do you think you can fly that thing?

he points to a caro chopper

Tails: maybe if its not damaged it could be our ticket out of here, but first we have to turn on power to
open the bay doors

Knuckles: that shouldnt be hard

Tails: I know because the control room is right there

Tails goes in and flips a switch lights flicker on and radios start to hiss but all damaged.



Tails walks over to the plane

Tails: its out of fuel:(

Everyone is devastated until Knuckles says: wait didnt you say there was a chaos emerald here sonic?

Sonic: yeah there is somewhere in this compound

Amy: is this what your looking for

She walks up and hands tails a red emerald

Tails:yes it is thanks amy they must have used this to power this chopper when it ran out of fuel

Knuckles: how long will it take to install?

Tails: not long why?

Knuckles: because we have company!

he points to three raptors jumping down from the beams of the ceiling

Shadow: everyone in the chopper

Knuckles: Ill hold em off Tikal I just wanna say.... I love you

Tikal: NO YOUR NOT STAYING(tears in her eyes)I WONT LET YOU

Knuckles: Close the loading bay windownow!

A giant thick glass window came down

Knuckles fought off thew raptors but became really wounded in the process
he crawls up to the glass by sonic and says:Sonic!

Sonic neals down
Knuckles: you have been and ever shall be your friend go with out me

Sonic: no were taking you with us

Tails: hurry sonic theres no time

the chopper takes off and starts to fly home

Tails, sonic and tikal were all in tails work shop

Sonic: I cant believe hes gone



Tikal: (sniffling) I kn-kn-kn*sniff*know ill m-m-m-miss him(starts crying again)Tails: what was that listen

Sonic: all I hear is wind

Tails: no listen

All of a sudden the door swung open and there stood.... Knuckles! he was alive
Knuckles: AAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH
Sonic: I know you hurt buddy we just gotta get you to a doctor
Knuckles: no i stepped on one of tails' damn legos.
Tikal: OH MY GOD ITS A MIRICAL(RUNS UP AND HUGS HIM)

Tails: I dont understand how did you survive

Sonic: yes do tell

Knuckles: well you see when I saw you take off I used every amount of energy I had left and ran got on
the top of the building and grabbed the side of the chopperand rode but when we got to station square I
fell off so I had to walk back here. Sonic Well all that.
Tikal: all that matters is that your alive

Tails: we have to tell the others

So there you have it Sonic rounded up a team Eggman got eaten Rouge got chunked off a cliff and
Knuckles Cheated death Now thats what I call a hppy ending

THE END
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